HEEGAARD SPLITTINGS AND
SPLITTING HOMOMORPHISMS
BY

WILLIAM JACOO
1. Introduction. Let M be a closed, orientable three-manifold and suppose
(U, V) is a Heegaard splitting of M. Denote the common boundary of U and V
by S. Let u: (S, s0) ->({/, s0) and v: (S, s0) -> (V, s0) be the inclusion maps. In [9]
J. Stallings introduced a natural homomorphism to investigate; namely, the
homomorphism
(«*, K*) : ""I(ft

S0) -> TTl(U, S0) X TTy(V, s0)

where (w*, u*)(/) = («*(/), f *(/)). The homomorphism

(w*, v*) is called the splitting

homomorphism of ^(ft s0) induced by (U, V).
In studying the results and questions presented by Stallings in [9], a rather
obvious question comes to mind. With the three-manifold M and the Heegaard
splitting (U, V) of M is related the algebraic configuration called the splitting
homomorphism induced by (U, V), is it possible that all such algebraic configurations occur in precisely this way? That is, suppose S is a closed, orientable surface
of genus «>0. Let ft and ft denote free groups of rank n and suppose r¡1, r¡2 are
homomorphisms of tt(S, s0) onto ft and ft, respectively. If
(vi,V2)-^i(S,s0)^F1xF2

is the homomorphism defined as (-n^ r¡2)(l) = (-n1(l), r¡2(l)), then is there a closed,
orientable three-manifold M and a Heegaard splitting (U, V) of M so that the
splitting homomorphism induced by (U, V) is (in some sense) (-qlt 7)2)1In Theorem
5.2 this question is answered in the affirmative.
The homomorphism (r¡u r¡2), as described above, is called a splitting homomorphism. In Theorem 5.3, a one-one correspondence is established between
equivalence classes of Heegaard splittings and equivalence classes of splitting
homomorphisms.
In §6, it is shown that two conjectures made by J. Stallings in [9] are equivalent
to Poincaré's Conjecture that a simply-connected, closed three-manifold is topologically equivalent to the three-sphere. These conjectures appear in §6 as Conjecture B and Conjecture D (using the notation of [9]). It is interesting that
Conjecture D can be stated using only the language of algebra.
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The proofs of Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 are dependent on the study of
mappings of closed surfaces into wedges given in §3 and §4. Using techniques of
surgery on PL maps, it is shown that certain mappings of closed surfaces into
wedges have mapping cylinders which are handlebodies.
Perhaps of independent interest is Corollary 3.3 of §3. It states that there is a
homomorphism of the fundamental group of a closed surface with Euler characteristic 2—p onto a free group of rank k if and only if k ^ [p/2] where [p/2] is the
greatest integer less than or equal to p/2.
The basic definitions appear in §2. Some other definitions appear in the particular
sections in which they are used.
2. Basic definitions and notation. The term map is used to mean continuous
function. Let /denote the closed unit interval [0, 1]. Suppose/: S -+ X is a map.
Consider the disjoint union oí Sx I and X and introduce the equivalence relation
jx 1~/(s) for each se S. The identification space [2] of this relation is called the
mapping cylinder of fand is denoted C(f).
The notation of simplex, complex, simplicial map, etc. may be found in [2,
Chapter 1]. If K is a complex, then the Euler characteristic of K is denoted x(K)A map of the underlying point set of a complex K into the underlying point set of
a complex L is called apiecewise linear (PL) map if and only if there is a subdivision
K' of K and a subdivision L' of L so that the map is simplicial from K' to L'.
If X is a space and x0 is a point of X, then for k ^ 1, irk(X, x0) denotes the kth
homotopy group of X based at x0 [1]. The group ttx(X, x0) is also called the fundamental group of X based at x0. If X is arcwise connected, then the kth homotopy
group is sometimes simply written Trk(X). Suppose/is a map from (S, s0) to (X, x0),
then the homomorphism of ^(S, sQ) into ttx(X, x0) induced by/is denoted /*.
An «-manifold is a connected metric space in which each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the closed unit ball in En. If M is an «-manifold, then the
interior of M (Int M) is the set of points of M which have an open neighborhood
homeomorphic to the interior of the unit ball in En. The boundary of M (Bd M)

is defined to be M—Int M. If M is a compact «-manifold and Bd M= 0, then M
is said to be a closed n-manifold. The term surface is synonomous with 2-manifold.
A three-manifold is called a handlebody of genus n, n ¡g0, if it is a regular neighborhood of a finite, connected graph with Euler characteristic 1 —«. In the case that
the handlebody is orientable, it is often referred to as a cube-with-handles of genus
n. The term regular neighborhood is used in the sense of [14, Chapter 3].
Sometimes it is convenient to denote the point set interior of a subset Y of a space
X by Y°, where there can be no confusion that this refers to the topology of X.
An n-manifold M is said to be simply connected if n±(M) is the trivial group.
For definitions of free group, direct product of groups, and free product of
groups, the reader is referred to [4].

3. Mapping surfaces into wedges.

Let T denote a wedge at t0 of k simple closed
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curves Tly..., Tk. In this section a study of mappings of closed surfaces into Tis
considered. Let x denote a point of T distinct from t0. Then there is an embedding

<f>of xx [-1, 1] into T so that </>(x,
0) = x. Define U(x)=<p(xx [-1, 1]). Then
U+(x)=</>(xx [0, 1]) is called the positive side of x in U(x) while

t/-(x) = #cx[-l,0])
is called the negative side of x in ¡7(x).
A PL map/of a closed surface »Sinto T is said to be transverse with respect to x

if it is true that
(1) Each component of/_1(x) is a polyhedral simple closed curve in S and
(2) there is a neighborhood U(x) of x in T, as above, so that for each component
J of/_1(x), the component U(J) of/" 1(C/'(x))containing / is a product neighborhood of J in S where the parametrization of U(J) as a product is that induced by <£;
i.e. the parametrization of U(J) as a product may be realized by an embedding ip
of / x [ -1, 1] into S with i/i(s,0)=s for every s e J and with / mapping each arc
>p(sx [-1,1 ]) homeomorphically onto <f>(f(s)x [—1,1]) where/° >p(s,r)=<f>(f(s),r),
Suppose {Xi,..., x,,} is a disjoint collection of points of T with x4 e T—{r0},
1 Si^p. The map/is said to be transverse with respect to {xx,..., xp} if/is transverse with respect to each x¡. In what follows the collection of points {x1(..., xp}
will always be chosen so that no two members belong to the same simple closed
curve Tt of the wedge T. Notice that if/ is transverse with respect to {xl5..., xp},
then the product structure for each component of/_1(i/(x()) is defined so that/
maps the positive side, U+(J) (negative side, U~(J)), oí J to the positive side
(negative side) of x¡ in t/(x¡).
Suppose / is a PL map of (S, s0) into (T, t0) and for some collection of points
{xx,..., Xp}in T—{t0} the map / is transverse with respect to {xj,..., x„}. Each
component of/" J(x¡) is a two-sided polyhedral simple closed curve in S. Suppose
J0 and Jx are distinct components of/_1(xJ) for a fixed j. Suppose that A is a

polyhedral arc in S-ÍSo} from /„ to Jx such that A n (Jf=1f~1(xt) = Bd A.
Let Qo^Jo and Qx^Jx be small arcs each containing an endpoint of A in its
interior. Suppose QcS—{s0} is a regular neighborhood of A so that A is a spanning
arc of Q, and Q meets (J?=i /-1(*0 only in ôo u ôicBd g. Then the closure of
Bd Q —(Qo u {?!) consists of two disjoint arcs /10 and Ax from /0 to Jx.
Lemma 3.1. Iff maps the arc A into the trivial loop of T based at /(Bd A), then
there is a PL map g of S into T so that

(i) g is homotopic /o/(Rel

{s0}),

(iï)g-1(xi)=f-1(xi),iïj,

(iii) g'Kx^f'^x,)

u (A0u ^)-(ôo

u Oí), a«¿

(iv) g is transverse with respect to {xx, ■■■,xp}.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is straightforward with special care being given
to the technical requirement that the resulting PL map g be transverse with respect
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to {*!,..., xp}. The PL map g is constructed in two steps. In the first step, a PL
map « is found so that « is homotopic to/(Rel {s0}), h'^^—f'^Xi),
i^j, and
« " 1(xi) =/" 1(xJ) u A. (Note that « cannot be transverse with respect to {xu ..., xp}
since one component of h~\x¡) is not a simple closed curve.) The desired PL map
g is then obtained from «. The construction uses the fact that n2(T)=0 to form the
desired homotopies. Furthermore, the construction may be done so that g does not
differ from h outside a small regular neighborhood of Q. Details of similar
constructions appear in [3].
Let S denote a closed surface and let T denote a wedge at t0 of k simple closed
curves ft,...,
Tk. For 1 ^i^ft choose a point i( e ft—{t0}. Suppose « is a map of
(ft s0) to (ft t0) which is transverse with respect to U?=i ft}- For each i>0 and in
each component of «-1(it) choose a distinguished point. The collection of distinguishedpoints for h will be denoted Dh.
Let y be a polyhedral path in S with its endpoints in Dh and in general position
with respect to \Jk= x h ' 1(ri). (The endpoints of y are not necessarily distinct.)
The path y may be written as a product of paths
y =

ym---yí,

reading from right to left, where each y'r is a path in S meeting U?= i « ~ KA) m
precisely its endpoints. The orientation of the path y induces an orientation on
each y'r, ISr^m.
This induced orientation is used when referring to the initial
point and the terminal point of y'r.
Let ft denote the component of \Jk= t « " 1(ti) containing the terminal point of
y'r and let dTdenote ft n Dh. Let dQdenote the initial point of y and let K0 denote

the component of tjf= i h ' 1(tù containing d0. If U(KT)is the neighborhood of ft
chosen in part 2 of the definition for « to be transverse with respect to (Jf_ x {ft,
then for 1 -¿r<m the paths y'r and y'r+ 1 approach ft from different sides of U(Kr).
The notation Ur(Kr), Ur + 1(Kr) will be used to denote the side of ft in U(Kr) that
y'„ y'r+1 approaches, respectively.
Let pr be an arc in ft from ft to the terminal point of y'r (pr is not unique).

The path y is homotopic (Rel {d0 u dm})to the path

(YmP-m-i)■-0*2Vs^iX^rVl),
reading from right to left. Define p0 and pm to be the constant paths at d0 and dm
respectively. Then
y =

ym---yi

where yr=Mr_1yrAtr-i. I úr^m, is called a canonical form for y relative to h. Notice
that for each r, the path h/yr is homotopic (Rel {«(ft-i) u h(dr)}) to h/y'r.
Let S1 denote the unit circle with a fixed orientation and let x0 denote a base
point for S1. For 1 ^i^k, let í/(í¡) denote the intervals obtained about r¡ in part 2
of the definition for « to be transverse with respect to Uf= if/}. Let i¡ be a PL
homeomorphism of (S1, x0) onto (ft, I0) so that the orientation induced on the
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loop il agrees with that of £/(/); i.e. when traveling along t[ in a positive direction
the negative side of t¡ in U(tA is met prior to the positive side of r¡ in U(t¡). Let a,
be an arc from t¡ to t0 in Tt for some fixed/ The loops l^ajH'tßj, l^i^k,
form
a collection of free generators for the free group ttx(T, t¡).
If y is a path in S with its endpoints in n_1(ry) n D„ and y=ym- ■-yx is a canonical
form for y relative to «, then there is a procedure for geometrically deciding the
word in the symbols iu ff \ ..., tk, ta1 that corresponds to the loop h/y in ttx(T, tj).
The procedure used throughout this section is described in the next two paragraphs.
For \^r<m,
there is a single symbol from the collection {fu if1,...,
ik, ik1}
corresponding to dr. If h(dr) = t¡, then corresponding to dr is the symbol f¡ or ff1
according to Ur(Kr) = U(Kr) or UT(Kr)=U + (Kr), respectively. The corresponding

of

a symbol to d0 and a symbol to dm must be considered simultaneously. By the
choices of y, it follows that h(do)=h(dm) = tj. There are two cases:
Case (1). Corresponding to d0 is no symbol and corresponding to dm is the
symbol l¡ (if1), if y[ approaches K0 from U +(K0) (U~(K0)) and y'mapproaches Km
from U-(Km)(U+(Km)).
Case (2). Corresponding to d0 is the symbol t¡ (ï,~*) and corresponding to dm is
the symbol if1 (i¡) if y[ approaches K0 from U +(K0) (U~(K0)) and y'mapproaches
Anfromfy+(An)(tf-(Am)).
It is clear that this procedure does indeed give a word w in the symbols
{?i, rf1,..., tk, ta1}. Furthermore, the word w is either of length m or m+\
depending on Case (1) or Case (2) respectively. That the word w determines a
representative of the class of h/y in ttx(T, t¡) with generators ix,...,ik follows from
y being in canonical form relative to «.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a closed surface. Suppose fis a map of S into T, a wedge at
t0 ofk simple closed curves A> • • -, A> andf(s0) = t0. Iff* is an epimorphism, then
there is a PL map g of S into T so that

(i) g is homotopic tof(Rd

{s0});

(ii) for each i, l^i^k,
there is a point tt e Tt —{t0} so that g-1^) is a single
simple closed curve Jt in S and g is transverse with respect to {tx,.. -, tk}; and

(iii) S—{Ji=1 Jt is connected.
Proof. To begin, the map/may be taken as a PL map with/(s0) = i0 [2], [15].
Let rf 6 Tt—{t0}be a nonvertex point of a subdivision of T for which/is simplicial.
Then the components of/_1(í¡) are two-sided polyhedral simple closed curves in
S, lèi^k,
and/is transverse with respect to Uf=i {tt}-The proof of the lemma is
accomplished by "surgery" on PL maps in the same homotopy class as/(Rel {s0}).
Consider the collection J*" of PL maps of (S, s0) to (T, t0) which are homotopic
to/(Rel{s0}) and which are transverse with respect to Ui=i{'f}- F°r hellet
c(h, i) be one less than the number of components of « ~*(/,). Since /* is an epimorphism and since a member of !F is homotopic to /(Rel {s0})then, c(h, i) ^ 0
for each « e!F and each i, l^i^k.
Hence, with this notation it is desired to show
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that there is a member g of & so that 2*=i c(g, i')=0. In order to obtain such a
member g of ^ it will be shown that for any member h of ^ for which 2f= ! c(«, i)

=«>0, there is a member «' of ^ with 2Ï c(h', i)=n-l.
Suppose he!F and 2Ï c(h, i)=n>0. Then c(«, i')>0 for some i, igfëfc

Thus

«"1(ii) has at least two components. Let L0 and Lj denote distinct components of
/j"1(ii). Let 7)ftdenote the collection of distinguished points of« and let d0=L0 O 7ft
while a"=Li n Zft Choose a polyhedral path a in 5 from d0 to a*.Since ft is an
epimorphism and «ft is a loop in ^(ft r(), there is a loop ß in S based at d so that
if ySce~1is the product of the path a"1 with ft then the loop h/ßa'1 is trivial in

*!<?,id. Let
y =

ym---yi

be a canonical form for the path y=ßa~1 relative to « in S. Note that yx has an
endpoint at d0 in L0 and ym has an endpoint at dm= d in ft.
Since y is in canonical form relative to « and both endpoints of y are in

Dhr\h~ 1(ti) for a fixed ¡, the loop h/y may be written as a word w in the symbols
ft ff1,..., ft ftx as described above. The word w is equivalent to 1 in 7^(ft r¡)
and w is nonvoid [4]. Hence, there is a cancellation of the form ift-1 or ifHt for
some/ 1 ¿júk. There are two cases to consider.
Case (a). The cancellation ift-1 or tjHj corresponds to oft ! and ft for some r,
lèr^m,
where ft_i^ft
In this case, the path yr connects distinct components of
« " 1(ry)and the loop h/yr is trivial in r/ftft ift By an earlier remark, it follows that
the loop h/y'r is trivial in ^(ft t¡). Let A be an arc in y'r from one endpoint of y'r
to the other endpoint of y'r. Then ^4 and « satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1.
If h! denotes the PL map guaranteed in the conclusion of Lemma 3.1, then
c(h', i) = c(h, i), i+j, and c(h',j) = c(h,j)-l.
Furthermore, h' e^.
Case (b). The cancellation ft,"1 or ft 1ij corresponds to ft_! and ft for some r,
1 Srá«i,
where dr-1 = dr. In this case, the path yr is closed. Both paths y'r+1 and
yfti approach ft from the same side in U(Kr), namely, Í7r+l(ft).
Recall the properties of the path y:
(i) y is a path from ft to dm where ft + dm,
(ii) y has a canonical form relative to h,
y = 7m- 'Yi

(the length of such a canonical form relative to « is the integer m), and

(iii) If w is the word in the symbols {ft ft1,..., ft f^1} which by the above
procedure corresponds to the class of h/y in ^(ft ift then w is equivalent to 1.
It will be shown that there is a path y so that
(i) y is a path from ft to a"m,ft / o*m,
(ii) y' has a canonical form relative to «,

y' = ft-•••ft
where m' < m, and
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(iii) if w' is the word in the symbols {tlf tí1,..., tk, t^1} which by the above
procedure corresponds to the class of h/y in 7r1(ft i,), then w' is equivalent to 1.
The notation requires that the three situations r=l, l<r<m,
and r=m be
considered separately.
Suppose that r= 1. Then the path y and a desired canonical form for y relative
to « is

y = îvyaS
where 8 is obtained from the path (p2 1y2^i) by a small displacement of the arc pu
except for the endpoint ft, into c72(ft) —ft.
Suppose that 1 < r < m. Then the path y and a desired canonical form for y
relative to « is
y

= ym---yr+28yr-2---yi

where 8 is obtained from the path
Uh+\y'r + iPrhW-iy'r- lMr- 2)

by a small displacement

of the path p,Pr-i

into Ur+1(Kr)—Kr.

Suppose r—m. Then the path y and a desired canonical form for y relative to

h is
y

= 8ym_2---yi

where 8 is obtained from the path Pm-iy'm-iP-m-2 by a small displacement of the
arc Pm-i, except for the endpoint

dm-x into Um~1(Km-i)-Km-1.

Since the length of a canonical form for the path y in any of the above situations
is of length less than m and ft ¥=dm, there is, after a finite number of applications
of Case (b), a path from d0 to dm and a canonical form for this path relative to «
so that Case (a) is satisfied.
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.1, it is necessary to show that if g is a member

of J*"so that 2(fc=ic(g, i)=0 and if Ji=g~1(ti), then S-(J?=i -A>sconnected. This
is done by showing that there is a collection of loops ft ..., /fc based at s0 in S
so that /j n/( is a single point where /, crosses /( and /,nft0,
i^j.
The PL map g induces a homomorphism g, of flftft s0) o«Io ^(ft i0). Let
?J,..., t'k be the generators of the free group 7^(ft i0) described earlier. Let y, be
a loop in Tr^ft s0) so that g*(yf) is equivalent to /,' as elements of ttx(T, t0) and y(
is in canonical form relative to g. The endpoints of y( are both at s0 and not in Dg;
hence, the canonical form is slightly altered from that above. To obtain a form
analogous to that above, add the point s0 to the collection of distinguished points

K
In the remainder of the argument, assume i is fixed. Since there is no concern
for how /, meets ft 1V7, the loops /¡ may be chosen one at a time. Let
yt = ytm---yn

be a canonical form for y¡ relative to g. Note that yfl and yimeach have an endpoint
at s0 and m ^ 2.
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By the above procedure, it is possible to choose a word w, of ttx(T, t0) in the
symbols {t'x,i'x'1, ■■-, i'k, í¿-1} corresponding to the loop g/y, based at r0. By the
choice of y¡, w, is equivalent to i¡. In order to obtain the desired loop /, from y„
an inductive argument on the length m of the given canonical form for y¡ relative
to g is used.

If m = 2, then

Yt= yi2yu= 0*2ViVi)0*rViVo).
where p,0and p2 are constant paths at s0 and p.xis an arc in /, from the distinguished
point of/, to the terminal point of yú. Let li=y'i2y¡xHence it is assumed that if y, is a loop based at s0 with g*(y,) equivalent to
/,' as elements in ttx(T, t0) and if y, has a canonical form relative to g of length
less than m, where m>2, then the desired loop /, based at s0 may be obtained.

Let
Yt = rim---7fi

be a canonical form for y, relative to g where m > 2. Since wt is equivalent to /,'
and m—1==2, there is a cancellation of the form i^-1 or i'j'H] in w,. Suppose
this cancellation corresponds to dr_x and dr for some r, 1 <r<m. Then the path
y,r is a closed loop and dr_x=d,. This is true since g~1(tj)=Jj is a single simple
closed curve. Let 8'Tbe the path from i/r_2 to dT+1 defined as
K = (Pr~+1lYHr+ l->rlr)(rir~-lYHr-l)H<r-2)-

Since y¡'(r+i) and y!(r-D approach Kr=Jj from the same side, a small displacement
of (p-rP-f-i) into Ur + 1(Kr) —Kr determines

a path Sr from i/r_2 to dr+1 so that Sr

is homotopic in S to ¿"¿(Reí{dT-2 u ¿Ai}) and the path
y! = yim- • •y«r+2)8ryi(r-

2>- • "Xii

is in canonical form relative to «. The paths y,(r +2) or Ynr-2) are constant paths at
s0 if r = m— 1 or r = 2, respectively. The length of this canonical form for y,' is less
than m and h/y¡ = t¡. Hence, applying the inductive hypothesis, the desired loop
/, may be obtained from y,'.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Remark. The technique for finding the arc A ih the proof of Lemma 3.2 is
suggested by the technique introduced in [10] by J. Stallings to find a "binding
tie".
The following corollary dealing with homomorphisms of the fundamental
group of a closed surface S onto a free group is a direct consequence of the
preceding lemma.

Corollary
3.3. Let S be a closed surface with Euler characteristic 2—p, p^O.
Then there is a homomorphism of ttx(S) onto a free group of rank k if and only if

k á [p/2], where [p/2] is the greatest integer ^ p/2.
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4. Handlebodies as mapping cylinders.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a closed surface with x(S) = 2 —2nfor «>0. Suppose fis a
map of S into ft a wedge of « simple closed curves at t0, andf(s0) = to- Iff* Is an

epimorphism, then there is a PL map g of S into T so that

(i) g is homotopic to f (Rel {s0})and
(ii) the mapping cylinder of g is topologically equivalent to a handlebody (possible
nonorientable) of genus n.

Proof. The map / satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2. Let « denote the PL
map guaranteed in the conclusion ofthat lemma. For each i, 1 ^i'^«, let U(t¡) be
an interval in T with t¡ in its interior and let U(J,) be a component of «_1(í/(íi))
which is a product neighborhood of Jl = h~1(ti) in S so that U(tx) and U(Jt) satisfy
part 2 of the definition for « to be transverse with respect to {tu ..., tn}.
There is a homotopy ft, 0 ^p ^ 1, of T onto T so that for each p and each integer

», O^iún, hp(ti)= ti, ft = identity on ft ft is PL, «i(r-(J?=i
ft/E/0(ii) is a homeomorphism of U°(t¡) onto ft-r0.

U°(tt))= t0, and

Let g be the PL map defined

as g=hx o h. The homotopy from « to g (Rel {s0})is ft ° «, O^p^ 1.
Let c4¡denote the homeomorphism from i¡ x [-1, 1] onto U(t() and let ^ be the
homeomorphism of/¡x[—1, 1] onto U(J¡) corresponding to fa and satisfying
part 2 of the definition for « to be transverse with respect to {fj,..., tn}. Define fa
to be the PL map ft<ft Then for —1<r< 1,

gMAxr) = fa(tixr)
and

g(s-û^Vt))

= 'o.

It follows that gi/i((/(x (- l)) = to=g<l>i(Ji
x 1).
It will be shown that the mapping cylinder, C(g), of g is homeomorphic to a
handlebody of genus «.
Let B be the closed unit ball in E3. Choose 2« distinct points on Bd B;puqu ...,
pn, qn. Let pi, q¡ denote the straight line segment in B from the origin to ph q¡
respectively, l^i^«.
Choose 2« mutually exclusive spherical 2-simplexes on

Bd ft A(Pl), A(qi),..., A(Pn),A(qn), where Pi e A°(/>()and qt e A°(qt). Let Ä(Pt),
A(ff,) denote the cones from the origin over A(p¡), A(o¡) respectively.
The mapping cylinder, C(g), of g is obtained from the disjoint union of S x I
and T by identifying each s x 1 with g(s). Using the above notation, let V(Jt) =

fa(Jt x [-1/2, 1/2])which is contained in C/°(/¡).Let

S' - S- 1J K°(Ji),
a sphere with 2« holes. Let V(ti)=g(V(Jt)) and let

r = T- [J V°(ti).
i=l
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Consider the subset of C(g) obtained from the disjoint union of S' x I and T' by
identifying s' x 1 with g(s') for each s' e S'. There is a homeomorphism G of this
space onto B so that

(a) G(r) = U?=iÀuU?=ife
(b) G(t0) is the origin, and
(c) for every /', 1^/^«,
the subset obtained from the disjoint union of
(t/(/,) - V°(Jt)) x I and T, - Vo(tAby identifying u x 1 with g(u) for each u e t/(/,)
—V°(Ji) has two components P, and Q( and G/P, is a homeomorphism onto
A(pi) while G/Ö, is a homeomorphism onto A(q¡). Furthermore, if the disks in this
space which correspond to the two components of Bd (K(/,)) x /after identification
are denoted P¡ and Q¡, then G(P¡) is a subdisk of A°(pi) with pt in its interior and
G(Qi) is a subdisk of A"^,) with q¡ in its interior.
To complete the homeomorphism of C(g) to the regular neighborhood of a
finite, connected, graph of Euler characteristic 1 -«, each subset of C(g) obtained
from the disjoint union of K(/f) x / and V(tt) by identifying v x 1 with g(v) is
homeomorphic to a handle (possibly nonorientable) from the disk G(Pt) in Bd B

to the disk G(Qt) in Bd B.
Remark. A handlebody H is orientable if and only if Bd H is orientable.
5. Constructing three-manifolds. Let S be a closed, orientable surface of genus
« > 0. Let A and F2 denote free groups of rank « and let A x A denote their
direct product [4]. Fix a point s0 of S and suppose r¡x is a homomorphism of
ttx(S> s0) onto A and r¡2 is a homomorphism of ir1(5, s0) onto F2. The homo-

morphism

Oh, V2)■"i(S, sQ)->-A x A
defined as Oh,i?2)(/) = OhO), V2(l)) is called a splitting homomorphism of ^(S, s0).
A splitting homomorphism
0*i, M2):"i(A r0)->GxxG2
of ^i(A ^o) is said to be equivalent to (r¡x, r¡2) if there are isomorphisms a of
ttx(S, s0) onto 77-!(A r0), ax of A onto G1; and a2 of A onto G2 so that the diagram

7ri(5,s0)-^i^lAxA
dx X a2

"i(R, r0)-,-?GxxG2
0*1»M2)

commutes. The homomorphism 0^ x a2 is defined as
ax X a2(a±, a2) = (axOx, a2a2).

Let M be a closed, orientable three-manifold. It is known [8] that M= V' u V
where U and V are cubes-with-handles and U C\V is their common boundary.
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The pair (U, V) is called a Heegaard splitting of M. The genus of (U, V) is defined

to be the genus of S=Bd C/=Bd V.
If (P, Q) is a Heegaard splitting of the three-manifold A^,then (P, Q) is said to
be equivalent to (U, V) if and only if there is a homeomorphism

h oí M onto N

so that h(U)=P and «(F) = Q.
Choose s0 e S. The inclusion maps of S into U and into F induce homomorphisms
w* and t>*of ttx(S, s0) onto ttx(U, s0) and onto ttx(V, s0), respectively. The splitting
homomorphism
(«*, f *) : "i(S, s0) -»- ttx(U, s0) x ^(F, s0)
is called the splitting homomorphism of nx(S, s0) induced by (U, V). Suppose the
Heegaard splittings (U, V) of M and (P, Q) of N are equivalent. Let (w*, v*) and
(/>*><7*)denote the splitting homomorphisms of ^(Bd (7) and ^(Bd P) induced
by (U, V) and (P, Q), respectively. Then (m+,v*) and (/?*, q^) are equivalent
splitting homomorphisms.
The following result was noticed by Stallings in [9]. A proof appears there.

Lemma 5.1. Using the above notation, 7r1(Af,s0) is isomorphic to the quotient
group ofiTx(S, s0) by (kernel «*)• (kernel v¿).

The next two theorems show that there is a one-one correspondence between
equivalence classes of splitting homomorphisms and equivalence classes of
Heegaard splittings.
Theorem 5.2. Let S be a closed, orientable surface of genus n > 0. Suppose
Oh, V2) is a splitting homomorphism ofirx(S, s0) into A x A- Then there is a closed,
orientable 3-manifold M and a Heegaard splitting (U, V) of M so that the splitting
homomorphism induced by (U, V) is equivalent to (rjx, ^2)Proof. For k = 1, 2 let Tk be a wedge at to of « simple closed curves. Identify
TTx(Tk,to) with A- There is a map fk of (S,s0) into (Tk, to) so that (A)*=17*.
From Lemma 4.1 and k = \, 2, there is a PL map gk of (S, s0) into (Tk, to) so
that gk is homotopic to /c(Rel {s0}) and the mapping cylinder C(gk) of gk is a
cube-with-handles of genus n.
There is an isomorphism ak of TTx(C(gk),s0) onto nx(Tk, to) so that if ek is the
inclusion of S into C(gk), then ak(ek)*=(/,<)*.
Let M=C(gx) u C(g2) where C(gx) n C(g2) = 5. Then M is a closed, orientable
3-manifold. Furthermore, (C(g!), C(g2)) is a Heegaard splitting of M and
((ei)*> (^2)*) is the induced splitting homomorphism. The diagram

^(5, So)
((il)*.

CCjX 0É2

(«2)*) " nx(C(gx), So) X nx(C(g2), S0)

commutes. Since ((gi)*, (g2)*) = ((/1)*, (/2)*) = 0h, ^2), the theorem is proved.
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose (U, V) is a Heegaard splitting of the three-manifold M
and (P, Q) is a Heegaard splitting of the three-manifold N. If the splitting homomorphism induced by (U, V) is equivalent to the splitting homomorphism induced by

(P, Q), then (U, V) is equivalentto (ft Q).

Proof. Let S=Bd t7=Bd F and 7?=BdP=Bd Q. Choose s0eS and r0eR.
Let (Uit,v*) be the splitting homomorphism of 7^(5, s0) induced by (U, V) and let
(/>*>I*) be the splitting homomorphism of 7^(7?,r0) induced by (P, Q). Since
(«*, i>*)is equivalent to (/?*, q*) there are isomorphisms a oftr^S, s0) onto ^(ft r0),
ai ofn^U,

s0) onto 77!(P, r0), and a2 of ttx(V, s0) onto 7r1(g, r0) so that the diagram
TT^ft S0) ("*' V*\

m(U,

S0) X TT¿ ft S0)
ax X a2

"lCft r0) -,-—v* *i(P, r0) x MQ, fo)
(p*, q*)
commutes.
There is a homeomorphism « of (ft s0) onto (7?, ft) so that ft = a [5], [6]. The
homeomorphism « of (ft s0) onto (7?, r0) can be extended to a homeomorphism of
(7 onto P and K onto g if and only if «^(kernel (w*))^ kernel (/>*) and

«^(kernel (v*)) <=kernel (¿7*)
[7]. But this is true since «+ = a* and the above diagram commutes.

6. An algebraic conjecture equivalent to Poincaré's Conjecture. In this section
it is shown that two conjectures made by J. Stallings are equivalent to Poincaré's
Conjecture that every simply connected, closed 3-manifold is topologically equivalent to the 3-sphere. One of these conjectures is algebraic in nature. A recent result
by R. Traub [11] has shown that another purely algebraic conjecture is equivalent
to Poincaré's Conjecture.
The following result of J. Stallings appears as Theorem 1 of [9].
Lemma 6.1. Let (ft V) be a Heegaard splitting of the closed, orientable 3-manifold

M where Bd t/=Bd V=S. Let (u*, v*) be the splitting homomorphism oftr^S, s0)
induced by (U, V). Then («*, r*) is on epimorphism if and only if M is simply connected.

The notation (ft * G2 is used for the free product of the groups (ft and G2 ([4,
Vol. II, p. 11]). A homomorphism </>of a group G into a free product Gx * G2 is
essential if there is no element g e (ft * G2 such that g<f>(G)g'i is contained in one
of the factors (ft or G2. The free product (ft * G2 is said to be nontrivial if neither
Cft nor G2 is the trivial group.
Lemma 6.2. Let </>be a homomorphism of the group G onto the nontrivial free
product (ft * G2, then <f>
is essential.
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In [9], J. Stallings states the following conjectures :
Conjecture
B. Let S be a closed, orientable surface of genus n> 1. Let A and F2
be free groups of rank n. Let r¡: nx(S, s0) -> FxxF2 be an epimorphism. Then there
is a nontrivial element in kernel r¡ which may be represented by a simple closed curve

in S based at s0.

Conjecture

D. Let G be the group with presentation
lxx,yx,...,xn,yn

: ~[\

[x,,j,]|

where «> 1 and [x¡, yi] = x¡~1y^1xiyi. Suppose A and F2 are free groups of rank n
and r¡ is a homomorphism of G onto A x F*- Then r¡ can be factored through an
essential map of G into some free product Gx * G2.

The following result due to F. Waldhausen
section.

[13] will be needed later in this

Theorem (Waldhausen). Let (U, V) and (V, V) denote Heegaard splittings of
the 3-sphere S3 having the same genus. Then there is a homeomorphism h of S3

onto itself so that h(U)=U' and h(V)= V.
Remark. An argument is given in [9] to show that Conjecture B implies the
theorem of Waldhausen stated above.
Theorem 6.3. The Poincaré Conjecture is equivalent to each of Conjecture B
and Conjecture D.
Proof. An argument is given in [9, pp. 85-87], to show that Conjecture B
implies Poincaré's Conjecture.
It is now shown that Poincaré's Conjecture implies Conjecture D. Let S be a
closed, orientable surface of genus « > 1. Identify 7^(5, s0) with the group G of
Conjecture D and let p, denote the natural projection of A x F2 onto the ith factor,
i'=l, 2 [4]. If ■qi= PxVand r¡2= p2r¡, then
(■nx,T}2Y--*x(S,So)^FxxF2

is a splitting homomorphism of ttx(S, s0) and Oh, r¡2) is identical to the homomorphism t?. Let M denote the 3-manifold with Heegaard splitting (U, V) guaranteed in Theorem 5.2, and corresponding to the splitting homomorphism (t^, r¡2) of
ttx(S, s0) into A x A- Since (t)1; r¡2) is an epimorphism, Lemma 6.1 says that M is
simply connected. Thus by Poincaré's Conjecture, M is the 3-sphere S3. The
Heegaard splitting (U, V) of S3 has genus «> 1. By Waldhausen [13], there is a
simple closed curve / lying in S containing s0 and separating S; the class, [/],

determined by / in ttx(S, s0) is not trivial ; and if («*, v*) is the splitting homomorphism induced by (U, V) then
[/] e kernel (w*, u„) = (kernel h*) n (kernel y#).
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Let S' denote the wedge of two surfaces obtained from S by identifying / to a
point, and let p denote the natural projection of S onto 5'. Then 7r1(5',/>('so))
xGx * G2, where <J¡ (i = l, 2) is the fundamental group of a closed, orientable
surface different from the 2-sphere. Furthermore, p* is an epimorphism and hence
by Lemma 6.2 is essential.

Since
(kernel />*) «= (kernel (u+, v*)),

there is a homomorphism
diagram

ifi of n^S', p(s0)) into tt1(U,So)xit1(U,s0)

MS, so) (U*' Vt) '

"l(ft

so that the

io) X n,(V, s0)

Tl(S',/*S0))

commutes. But (u„, f *) is equivalent to (tij, tj2). Let ax be an isomorphism of
77i(iy,s0) onto ft and let a2 be an isomorphism of 77^ft s0) onto ft so that the

diagram

»i&'o)

(lh>,a)> ftxft
a1Xot2

7r1(t7,S0)X7r1(fts0)

commutes. Then ^ = (7;!, t;2) can be factored through -n-^S') by the essential map
p+. In fact, T7= (o!;i.x a2)tjip*.

The proof of Theorem 6.3 now follows from Theorem 2 of [9] which proves
that Conjecture D implies Conjecture B.
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